
CRYO SYSTEM
MASSAGE METHODS



MASSAGE METHOD #1:
Revive & Refresh
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TRY IT IF:
Your skin's in need of a little wake-me-up.

Just apply SiO Energy Serum and follow the 
steps below to refresh skin, relax muscles and 

visibly massage away your wrinkles. Get into the 
daily habit to help promote lymphatic drainage 
and circulation and see puffiness disappear.



DISCLAIMER: When using these techniques it is important to be gentle 
with the skin and not pass your pain threshold. These are just suggested 
techniques, you may also choose to handle your Cryodrop in your own way.
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Touch SIDE A to forehead, pressing in long strokes from 
eyebrows toward hairline in vertical lines. Repeat 3 times 
all across the forehead. Apply more Energy Serum 
as needed for easier movement.

Applying pressure with SIDE A, massage from the middle 
of the forehead toward the temples in horizontal lines. 
Repeat 3 times on both sides of the forehead.

Next, the cheeks! Massage in long strokes from the side 
of the nose toward the ear area using SIDE A. Repeat 
5-10 times on both sides of the face. Tip: Turn the Cryo-
drop and use SIDE C if you want a deeper massage. Apply 
more Energy Serum as needed.

Almost there! Using long strokes, apply the Cryodrop 
from the chin upward toward the ears. Repeat 5-10 times 
with SIDE A or apply SIDE C if preferred.

Once at the top of the neck, work SIDE A down from the 
ear toward the clavicle in long strokes. Repeat 5-10 times.

For neck lifting, work SIDE A upward in long strokes from 
the neck into the chin area. Tip: Apply Energy Serum 
to your neck too! The benefits aren't limited to your face.

Now that the forehead's feeling good, wake up the eyes. 
Using either SIDE B or  SIDE C of the Cryodrop, apply 
pressure above the cheekbones and move the tool towards 
the ear in long strokes.

At the center of the eyebrows, slide the tool outward, 
tracing the eyebrows with SIDE B or for a deeper massage, 
SIDE C. Repeat 5-10 times both above and below the eye.

Looking to release toxins? Start above the clavicle and 
work the Cryodrop from the midline outward, tracing 
the bone with SIDE B. Repeat 5-10 times on both sides.

Last (but not least) step!  Below the clavicle, massage 
working downward in strokes starting at the midline with 
SIDE B. Repeat on both sides 5-10 times.

FOREHEAD JAWLINE AND NECK

MASSAGE METHOD #1:
Revive & Refresh



MASSAGE METHOD #2:
Release & Relax 

TRY IT IF:
You want to prevent skin sagging, release muscle 

tension, reduce the visible appearance of puffiness 
and improve wrinkles. That's not enough?

This trigger point technique has been known
to reduce stress too.

TECHNIQUE
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Apply pressure at the starred areas with SIDE B and 
progressively increase the pressure until you feel 
a deep sensation.

Deeply press into each point and apply pressure until 
you experience mild discomfort. Work at a comfortable 
pressure, making sure you do not experience any pain. 

DISCLAIMER: When using these techniques it is important to be 
gentle with the skin and not pass your pain threshold. These are just 
suggested techniques, you may also choose to handle your Cryodrop 
in your own way.



MASSAGE METHOD #3:
The Elasticity Boost

TRY IT IF:
Your skin's feeling a little... looser than you like. 

This method helps improve skin elasticity, tighten 
facial muscles and reduce tension in the scalp 

and jaw. Fascia stimulation works on the muscles 
in four key areas of the face. Check out the 

diagram for more.

TECHNIQUE
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To perform this technique, hold the Cryodrop in place 
and gently shift the skin back and forth beneath it 
with sustained pressure.

Repeat this movement on both sides of the face, over 
the areas shown in the diagram. For the forehead, 
use SIDE B of the tool; for the eyes, cheeks and neck, 
apply SIDE A.

DISCLAIMER: When using these techniques it is important to be 
gentle with the skin and not pass your pain threshold. These are just 
suggested techniques, you may also choose to handle your Cryodrop 
in your own way.


